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Type them into questions box!

“Why am I muted?”
Don’t worry. Everyone is muted 
except the presenter and host. 
Thank you and enjoy the show. 

Contact ACS Webinars ® at acswebinars@acs.org 

Have Questions?
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Contact ACS Webinars ® at acswebinars@acs.org 

@AmericanChemicalSociety

@AmerChemSociety

https://www.linkedin.com/company/american-chemical-society

@AmerChemSociety
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Check out the ACS Webinar Library!
An ACS member exclusive benefit

https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/acs-webinars/videos.html

Hundreds of presentations from the best and brightest minds that chemistry has to offer are available to you on-demand. 

The Library is divided into 6 different sections to help you more easily find what you are searching. 
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www.acs.org/acswebinars

Learn from the best and brightest minds in chemistry! Hundreds of webinars on 
diverse topics presented by experts in the chemical sciences and enterprise.

Edited Recordings are an exclusive ACS member benefit and are made available 
once the recording has been edited and posted.

Live Broadcasts of ACS Webinars  continue to be available to the general public 
several times a week generally from 2-3pm ET!

A collection of the best recordings from the ACS Webinars Library will occasionally 
be rebroadcast to highlight the value of the content.

®

https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/acs-webinars/videos.html
http://www.acs.org/acswebinars
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acsoncampus.acs.org/resources

WITH CHEMISTS AND 

OTHER SCIENCE 

PROFESSIONALS

CAS SciFinder Future Leaders

YOUR CAREER

ChemIDPTM

ChemIDP.org

171 alumni, 35 countries 

and over 120 institutions

ACS PUBLICATIONS 

Publishing Resources

publish.acs.org
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Visit www.ACS.org/COVID19-Network to learn more!
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ACS Career Navigator:
Your Home for Career Services

Whether you are just starting your journey, transitioning jobs, or looking to brush up or learn new 
skills, the ACS Career Navigator has the resources to point you in the right direction.

We have a collection of career resources to support you during this global pandemic:

ACS Leadership 

Development System
Career Navigator LIVE!Virtual Career 

Consultants

Professional 

Education

ChemIDP College to Career ACS Webinars Virtual Classrooms

http://www.acs.org/COVID19-Network
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8https://chemidp.acs.org

A Career Planning Tool For Chemical Scientists

ChemIDP is an Individual Development Plan 
designed specifically for graduate students and 
postdoctoral scholars in the chemical sciences. 
Through immersive, self-paced activities, users 
explore potential careers, determine specific skills 
needed for success, and develop plans to achieve 
professional goals. ChemIDP tracks user progress 
and input, providing tips and strategies to 
complete goals and guide career exploration.

https://chemidp.acs.org/
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If you are from an underrepresented racial or ethnic group, 

we want to empower you to get your graduate degree!

The ACS Bridge Program offers:

• A FREE common application that will highlight your achievements 

to participating Bridge Departments

• Resources to help write competitive grad school applications and 

connect you with mentors, students, and industry partners!

Are you thinking of Grad School?

Learn more and apply at www.acs.org/bridge

Email us at bridge@acs.org

ACS Bridge Program
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ACS Department of Diversity Programs

We believe in the strength of diversity in all its forms, because inclusion of and 
respect for diverse people, experiences, and ideas lead to superior solutions to 
world challenges and advances chemistry as a global, multidisciplinary science.

@ACSDiversity

ACS Diversity acsvoices.podbean.com/

Advancing ACS's Core Value of Diversity, Inclusion & Respect

Contact Us:

https://app.suggestionox.com/r/DI_R

Diversity@acs.org

www.acs.org/diversity

http://www.acs.org/bridge
mailto:bridge@acs.org
mailto:Diversity@acs.org
mailto:Diversity@acs.org
http://www.acs.org/diversity
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https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/acs-webinars/collections/hodges.html

Chemistry & the Economy Series

Every 6 months we are joined by our resident expert economist, Paul Hodges for a survey of 
the chemical industry.  Take a look back at the rises and falls in the economy and gain an 
understanding of what underlying forces are driving the market. 

14

www.acs.org/acswebinars

https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/acs-webinars/collections/hodges.html
http://www.acs.org/acswebinars
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T  H  I  S     A  C  S    W  E  B  I  N  A  R    W  I  L  L B  E  G  I  N    S  H  O  R  T  L  Y  .  .  .

This ACS Webinar is co-produced with the ACS Industry Member Programs and ACS Division of Business Development and Management.

Chemistry and the Economy: Supply Chain Woes and is Industry “Sprouting” Green?

Presentation slides are available now! The edited recording will be made available as soon as possible.

www.acs.org/acswebinars

PAUL HODGES
Chairman, New Normal Consulting

BILL CARROLL
Founder, Carroll Applied Science

http://www.acs.org/acswebinars
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17| Welcome to the New Normal

Our consulting work focuses on the major paradigm shifts taking place in the global economy as a result of today’s ageing populations

New Normal is a Swiss-based strategy consultancy advising Fortune 500 and FTSE 100 companies, investment banks and fund managers.

www.new-normal.com

DEMAND PATTERNS: The lockdowns have broken down the inertia surrounding work and home-based routines. Travel, leisure, construction, real estate and 
other industries will likely see major change as a result. 

RESHORING SUPPLY CHAINS: Global supply chains have proved very fragile during the pandemic. They have collapsed not only because of the uncoordinated 
nature of the lockdowns around the world, but also due to volatility in demand patterns. 

ENERGY ABUNDANCE: Q2 2020 provided a taste of the world to come. The issue is that it now makes economic sense in some regions to ‘scrap and build’ – scrap 
older, fossil fuel-based infrastructure, and replace it with modern renewable-based power sources.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY: The need to reshore supply chains in a world of potential energy abundance suggests that moves towards a circular economy will 
accelerate. We need new business models to be created, covering the entire value chain from collection to resale. 

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING: Many manufacturing operations still operate as they would have done 50 years ago. It makes no sense to reshore using 
centuries-old equipment when digital, continuous & biotech-enabled technology is safer, greener, faster and cheaper.

Paul Hodges is a trusted adviser to major companies and investors. He publishes The pH Report, and serves as chairman of NiTech
Solutions and of the Advisory Board of Infinity Recycling. He is a Global Expert with the World Economic Forum and a regular speaker at 
international conferences, and appears regularly on Real Vision and other leading media.

18| Welcome to the New Normal

 Since 2001, Boomers are becoming the Perennials 55+ cohort

 Older people are essentially a replacement economy
- Perennials spend less and save more
- Emerging economies re-focus on domestic demand

 Business model/technical innovation is essential

The 1946-70 Western BabyBoom saw a major rise in births, creating the largest & 
wealthiest generation that has ever lived

 This SuperCycle led to unbroken growth of GDP & 
chemical demand as the Boomers moved into the 
Wealth Creator 25 – 54 cohort

 Outsourcing to emerging economies became essential

https://www.weforum.org/people/paul-hodges/
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19| Welcome to the New Normal

Welcome to the New Normal

 What’s happening in the global economy and the 
implications for the US and other countries

 The need for businesses to take a more holistic view of 
the environment in which they operate

 Refocusing in response to changes in consumer demand 
and moves to a greener economy

20| Welcome to the New Normal

Supply-chain bottlenecks are giving the impression of US demand surge

Global Capacity 

Utilisation has 

rebounded to 

post-2008 highs 

The US has seen a double-dip US auto ownership is in slow decline
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21| Welcome to the New Normal

US hit by ‘double whammy’ of parts/product shortages; CO2 concerns
New car inventories = 316k; used car prices up 50% over past 12 months; Climate change/CO2 

“It’s shocking to me how much I’ve learned about the supply base in Q1.” 
Jim Farley, Ford CEO, 5 May 2021

22| Welcome to the New Normal

Welcome to the New Normal

 What’s happening in the global economy and the 
implications for the US and other countries

 The need for businesses to take a more holistic view of 
the environment in which they operate

 Refocusing in response to changes in consumer demand 
and moves to a greener economy
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23| Welcome to the New Normal

Protectionism and trade wars are here to stay - Biden has continued Trump’s policy 
without the rhetoric

 The current trade wars are symptoms of 
the end of the BabyBoom in the west

 The easy growth of the past is no longer 
needed, so people see no value and only 
threats in globalization

 America continues to worry about the 
threat from Chinese technology

 America views China’s manufacturing 
dominance as a national security threat

What is the estimated overcapacity for ethylene by the end of 2020?

Audience Survey Question
ANSWER THE QUESTION ON BLUE SCREEN IN ONE MOMENT

• 1 megaton (1 million tons) 

• 1 kiloton (1 thousand tons) 

• 37 megatons (37 million tons)

• 73 kilotons (73 thousands tons)

• 1 gigaton (1 billion tons)
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25| Welcome to the New Normal

Carbon Tracker warns the petchems industry faces “continued low process and stranded assets”

26| Welcome to the New Normal

Welcome to the New Normal

 What’s happening in the global economy and the 
implications for the US and other countries

 The need for businesses to take a more holistic view of 
the environment in which they operate

 Refocusing in response to changes in consumer demand 
and moves to a greener economy
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27| Welcome to the New Normal

Transition can happen very quickly – Easter Parade, New York

28| Welcome to the New Normal

Incumbents are extremely bad at forecasting disruption
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29| Welcome to the New Normal

The circular economy – the new Vision for oil & petchems

The plastics industry faces pressure from two directions to 
move quickly to using recycled plastic as a feedstock:

• The growth of Electric Vehicles means refineries will 
close. Shell plan to have just 6 major refineries by 2025

• A new Nova Institute report for Unilever notes that 
“Contrary to energy, it is not possible to decarbonise 
chemicals and products. The renewable carbon family 
is the only pathway to a sustainable future."

Nova expect recycling to account for 2/3rds of plastics 
production by 2050, with bio and CO2-based sources 
providing the rest:

"This paradigm shift creates the opportunity for the 
"biggest transformation of the chemical sector since the 
industrial revolution"

30| Welcome to the New Normal

Collaboration needs to intensify amongst the key partners
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31| Welcome to the New Normal

China is currently just ahead of EU in terms of EV market share, but USA is set to catch 
up very quickly in its core market segments

China is clearly leading the pack, but focused on the cheap end

32| Welcome to the New Normal

China is currently just ahead of EU in terms of EV market share, but USA is set to catch 
up very quickly in its core market segments

EU is close behind and pushing out Tesla: Ford’s F-150 EV took 45k orders in 48 hours
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Conventional drivetrains for cars (components that deliver power to the driving 

wheels) have around 2,000 parts. In comparison, how many parts do 
drivetrains for electric cars contain?

Audience Survey Question
ANSWER THE QUESTION ON BLUE SCREEN IN ONE MOMENT

• About 1,500 parts

• About 1,000 parts

• About 100 parts

• About 20 parts

• 1 part

34| Welcome to the New Normal

Electric vehicles change auto manufacturing

Electric drivetrains can have fewer than 20 moving parts, whilst conventional drivetrains have as many as 2,000. Fully 
electric cars don't have multi-speed transmissions, radiators, fuel injectors, gas tanks, valvetrains or exhaust systems.

Most individual components used in Internal Combustion Engines will disappear, as will much of the chemical demand 
currently under the bonnet.

Companies need to develop more service-based business models, where the supplier is focused on providing solutions 
rather than products. Fleet management services are an obvious opportunity, with more services likely to develop as 
autonomous vehicles arrive.
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35| Welcome to the New Normal

Most aspects of the personal auto market will be transformed by 2040
The new ecosystem will focus on providing software-driven mobility

36| Welcome to the New Normal

The “15-minute” city puts people at the centre of the planning process instead of cars, with shops, entertainment, education, 
healthcare (& work) all within 15 minutes by foot or bike.

The C40 Group of major global cities is closely linked to the new Green Deals, as much of the money will be spent locally, by city 
mayors – and transport is a key area for change.

The pandemic has acted as a catalyst to accelerate key paradigm shifts
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37| Welcome to the New Normal

Supply-driven, product focused          Demand-led, solution-oriented
The Boomer SuperCycle The New Normal

Critical Success Factors are Transforming

38| Welcome to the New Normal

WATER 
Clean water
and sanitation

FOOD
Intelligent and reusable packaging

HEALTH
Digital healthcare

MOBILITY
Flexible
contact

SUSTAINABILITY

SHELTER
Renewables
and conservation

AFFORDABILITY

Globalisation provided “stuff” for babyboomers: Sustainability is 
service-led and provides “solutions”

SOURCE: THE PH REPORT
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39| Welcome to the New Normal

Disclaimer

Strictly Private & Confidential

This Research Note has been prepared by New Normal for general circulation at the ACS webinar on 4 June 2021.  
The information contained in this Research Note may be retained.  It has not been prepared for the benefit of any 
particular company or client and may not be relied upon by any company or client or other third party. New Normal do 
not give investment advice and are not regulated under the UK Financial Services Act. If, notwithstanding the 
foregoing, this Research Note is relied upon by any person, New Normal does not accept, and disclaims, all liability for 
loss and damage suffered as a result.

© New Normal Consulting GmbH 2021.  All rights reserved
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A S K  Y O U R  Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  M A K E  Y O U R  C O M M E N T S  I N  T H E  Q U E S T I O N S  P A N E L  N O W !
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This ACS Webinar is co-produced with the ACS Industry Member Programs and ACS Division of Business Development and Management.

Chemistry and the Economy: Supply Chain Woes and is Industry “Sprouting” Green?

Presentation slides are available now! The edited recording will be made available as soon as possible.

www.acs.org/acswebinars

PAUL HODGES
Chairman, New Normal Consulting

BILL CARROLL
Founder, Carroll Applied Science
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www.acs.org/acswebinars

http://www.acs.org/acswebinars
http://www.acs.org/acswebinars
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www.acs.org/acswebinars

Learn from the best and brightest minds in chemistry! Hundreds of webinars on 
diverse topics presented by experts in the chemical sciences and enterprise.

Edited Recordings are an exclusive ACS member benefit and are made available 
once the recording has been edited and posted.

Live Broadcasts of ACS Webinars  continue to be available to the general public 
several times a week generally from 2-3pm ET!

A collection of the best recordings from the ACS Webinars Library will occasionally 
be rebroadcast to highlight the value of the content.

®
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ACS Webinars  does not endorse any products or services. The views 
expressed in this presentation are those of the presenter and do not 
necessarily reflect the views or policies of the American Chemical Society.

®

Contact ACS Webinars ® at acswebinars@acs.org 

http://www.acs.org/acswebinars
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www.acs.org/acswebinars

http://www.acs.org/acswebinars

